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About This Game

Shadows of War is a 2D Real-Time Strategy sidescroller game.
The game combines classical RTS elements with new ideas into a 2D game.

Fight in massive battlefields against your worst foe!
Challenge your friends in a 1v1 battle, show them who is in control.

Some maps also have unique elements, that requires you to change your tactics. The bigger the map, the harder it will be. You
always need to have an eye on every section of the map. Be fast to take counter measures of the enemy's attacks!

The game also offers the Hardcore mode, for old-school gamers that needs a challenge.
You are low on money, which means you can order less units onto the battlefield.

Support strikes will be rarely used, since they're costing too much.
Keep track of your tickets, you can't lose a single one!

You really need to do everything to prevent the enemy from marching into your land.
Always do your best! Else, loosing can't be prevented.

Remember the good old days, where games hadn't got any XP system?
You only played for fun, not for unlocks or that stuff? Like that?
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Then SoW is the perfect game for you, no DLC, no XP, no Micro-Transactions.

1944, a German Science project, was sealed and hidden.
It was never meant to be found. But in 2013, a new Federal Chancellor was elected.
Then, old research projects were activated again, this is where everything began...

One of the projects, were a bomb, not a casual one.
They built the bomb after the blueprints they've found.

Then they tested it, the bomb detonated successfully, with a devastating effect.
A world was left, that were pushed into the shadows, no hope, no life as it is known.
Nations in despair, began to wage war. The world, at the brink of total destruction.

Now we are here. No alliances, all fighting for survival.
Russia, now facing Germany again, on the battlefields of Europe.
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Title: Shadows of War
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
TRI.G
Publisher:
TRI.G
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or later

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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The game can be a bit rough around the edges as the graphics don't always hold up well (even for a game originally released on
PS2\/Xbox), but overall I really enjoyed it and would recommend it.

The story sequences are cut into nice bite size chunks that never feel too long and keep the story moving. Occasionally it feels
like it skips ahead a bit and doesn't fully develop some things it should, but I was enjoying the game enough that I was able to
simply ignore these cases.

If you're a fan of the newer titles from Quantic Dream (like Heavy Rain, or Beyond Two Souls) and you feel you can get over
the lack of graphical fidelity then I think you'll have an interesting game here. It's not every game you get to play as the killer,
and the police chasing them, which is a very cool setup.. The game looks ok in pitures but playing it is another story. There is no
depth perseption with the areas and you get caught on everything. Contoller is almost none existent with very few options to
change your key bindings. No video settings to adjust brightness or contrast. Combat is clunky, it's trying to be a 2D Dark Souls
but with even less satisfaction.. No service pack even though Feel There purchasers have had it for 3 weeks
Whatever you do, DO NOT buy this game from Steam. Go directly to the developer to purchase..... Good, not great. Good.
Good story, characters, well written bla bla bla. If only this is not a sequel, it would been great. Continuity is depressingly
lacking. Very minimal effort put forth to bring our choices from past game to now. I mean, I didn't train new recruits to defeat a
legend in order save the world then forgotten about so soon, regardless of peace or not. I HAD a team. Where are they? Only
one person looked for me! Past game's achievement or progress alongside character development are very minimal except few
core stats. We are put in a different role rail roadedly. We could be playing same story as a Superlative as well. If you can look
past this flaw, please go ahead and buy.

6\/10 Good game, bad sequel. The  Superlatives Arbiter : Shattered  Worlds Progression. It's Doom. It's still great. Play it..
LowLevelFatalError
[File:D:\Build\++UE4+Release-4.12+Compile\Sync\Engine\Source\Runtime\RenderCore\Private\RenderingThread.cpp] [Line:
717]
Rendering thread exception:
LowLevelFatalError
[File:D:\Build\++UE4+Release-4.12+Compile\Sync\Engine\Source\Runtime\Windows\D3D11RHI\Private\D3D11Util.cpp]
[Line: 180]
Unreal Engine is exiting due to D3D device being lost. D3D device was not available to assertain DXGI cause.

I get this error all the time I try to run the game. All drivers updated. PC meets all requisites and requirements.. Don't listen to
the bad reviews for this game. The art, style, setting, story, characters, gameplay and so much more are really dark, gritty,
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onimous and have a lot of the other aspects that really hit well with the noir genre. It really feels like you're playing some old
Film Noir and really hit home with me as I am a huge fan of the genre.

The puzzles aren't too cryptic, but aren't too easy. Most take a little bit of thinking without having some ridiculous solution that
makes no sense as I have encountered in other adventure games. The story flows well, has twists and turns and always has a
dark, slightly melancholy feel. The soundtrack is great ((and comes free with the game)) The game brings the suspense, style
and so much more. Unlike many games today, it's really easy to delve into and really become entangled with the plot, characters,
their issues and so much more.

While the game does have a FEW MINOR problems, they are just that. FEW and MINOR. It's a nod to the classic style and feel
of adventure games, in a world where gaming is becoming too mundane and unimaginative. It's a highly underrated game that
deserves so much more. I enjoyed it so much that I will buy the sequel as soon as it comes out.. If you are lucky enough to even
get this game to start, there is a good chance the game will crash when doing a basic jump. And after the struggle to finally
make it run, the game itself is pretty stale. Sometimes the player(the cube) moves a pretty normal speed, sometimes it flys
through the map like a jet and sometimes it seems like you don't move at all. Having no or barely any control over your cube in
a precise platformer isn't the most fun expierence. The soundtrack is pretty neat, too bad that it loops every 30 seconds.

It's a cheap pricetag, but I think you are better off playing free platformers on various internet sites. Can't really recommend it..
Awesome. Finished single player campaign. Great story, great voice acting and great visual/audio presentation, especially for the
time. Well worth every penny.. This is not Madden.

I want Madden. Can't have Madden. This will have to do.

Go into it with this mindset and you'll be alright.

Otherwise don't buy it. Seriously no play clock? WTF.

Buy this game with the hopes that they'll get enough buys to develop a real football game for steam\/pc.

This is essentially Tecmo Bowl with advanced timed passing and better graphics. Lead blockers do not pick up blocks.

Defense is essentially 4-3 \/ base man and guard the slot receiver.

Offense is toss to rb and run to the outside or short passes past the d line. 40-15 scores all day.

This game is limited in features. I really want to like this game. But it's a tough pill to swallow.

Weird glitches. Like holding right on kick offs and their return runner runs OB. When you get the ball off a turn over, don't
press any buttons to pick a defense player and just hold left stick down. Interception.
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Subscribe to pewdiepie to help the bro army and stay number 1!. great concept, still fresh but im glad i got it and can see it
grow! worth the money! help support this game so it gets even more awesom!. Although I cannot recommend this game in its
current state, the devs have stated that they will release a "Gold" edition, that is what this game should have been. If you are a
fan of oldschool RPGs with lots of flavor text, skills, quests, items, spells, and plot buy that when it comes out.

As it is though, it was released a few months ago as completed when it actually appeared to be an early access alpha, couldnt
even be called beta.

I bought it on release, and it was so buggy I literally couldnt get past the character creation screen, or even into it for that matter.
Had the devs released it as early access they would have had a horde of loyal followers. But what they released as a complete
game looked worse than some small game-builds Ive seen people make for quarter-long class projects. This, obviously, torked
off a lot of people, myself included.

The translation leaves a bit to be desired as well. For instance when you light a torch/lantern, the game asks you "What do you
want to inflame?" For those of you that are not native English speakers, inflame has two meanings, neither of which has to do
with lighting an actual fire. The most common use means "To cause strong emotions in, esp anger or lust." The other means "an
infected or red and swollen wound/part of the body injured due to sickness or damage.". Needless to say the sentence cracks me
up every time I try to set something on fire. As in "What would you like to make really lustful?" or "What wounds would you
like to infect?"

So why am I recommending it? In short, when it works right, its *awesome*.

That and the head dev is very active on the forums, has apologized for the game repeatedly, and has made great strides in
making it functional. You can play it now. There are still bugs, but they are relatively minor although annoying.

It has ok graphics, that are slowly getting better, and a decent automap. I tried to play the original from the 90s while waiting for
this one to be playable. It didnt have an automap. I dont have the time to map anymore, like I did as a teenager, so thats a great
improvement. The music is perfect for the setting, and really puts you in the appropriate mood. Town music is cheerful, and
puts you in the mind of wandering through a small green village with exposed-woood and thatch roofs. Dungeon music is nicely
dark and spooky, with weird ambient effects. Only really bad thing about non-combat sound is the ♥♥♥♥ing *awful*
narrarator. He narrates *everything*. And its *terrible*. Fortunately, it can be turned off. The sound effects in battle are typical
grunts, "Oof"s, "EEeee"s, slashes, spell zaps and so on. Nothing special.

 The combat is action-point turn based (Fallout 1/2 style), but there is decent room for strategy with the large selection of spells,
movement, combat options and so forth.

As far as content, theres a lot. You can camp, hunt, look for herbs, set watches and get attacked. In town you can talk to
shopkeepers, drink, gamble, pick pocets (Although you can do nothing with the wandering NPCs - I think they are just there for
flavor)Random events and side quests abound, and really make the setting come alive. I cant wait for it to be finished and fullly
functional, with all content added (There are still some missing side quests).

So I future-recommend it for any oldschool RPG fan, with the caveat "Even though its not listed as Early Access, it is. Don't get
it now, wait for the completed gold edition. If you don't, there will be bugs. *Most*are not game breaking *knocks on wood*,
but they are there.

I also have to recommend it just because of how open and honest the devs have been, unlike so many who drop broken as hell
games on Steam and then disappear while laughing all the way to the bank.. There was a game back in the late 00s called Cut It.
It was better. It was free. It was entertaining and it allowed you to create your own levels. It had better physics due to having non-
cubic objects. It wasn't 3D, but do you really need 3D in this game?

1. You can't pick a level to play. You always start from the beginning.
2. The design is awful. That gray background is very inspiring.
3. The game is bugged too. The descrition says "do so all the white appeared on the platform". But once red cubes appear your
only goal is to drop off red cubes. Even if whites are not on the platform, "you're winner".
4. "Puzzles" are way too easy.
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5. When you fail it says game over. But the game isn't over. Game over screen is not even relevant in a game like this.
6. The restart button is on the top right of the screen. When you get both red and white cubes on the platform with no turns, the
game doesn't end and you have to press the restart button at the edge of the screen. But when you get the game over screen,
restart button jumps in the middle. This is some ridiculously awful UI design.

I guess I spent too much time writing this review, probably even more than the dev spent writing this game. Hey, 80% positive,
who are you, dev's friends and relatives?. I paid $0.99 for it. It was BARELY worth that. Gameplay is good but gets old fast.
Single seems glitch and the first level repeats forever but your score accumulates. You can get other levels via level-select but I
didn't even bother. Overall, I recommend you avoid this.
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